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Abstract— Eye movements in reading can provide important
information about readers’ perception of texts and, with
appropriate algorithms, about the level of their understanding
of what is written. Both digital learning and professional
training require processing of large volumes of information,
mostly in the text format. Management and control of
students’ or trainees’ levels of perception in reading can be
accomplished with the use of technology, assessing attention,
engagement, understanding, cognitive load and tiredness of
readers. These metrics can potentially be inferred from eye
tracking data during reading a text. For this task it is
important to utilize features of mass-market consumer devices.
For example, the latest version of Ipad Pro with a standard
iOS operating system has an embedded eye tracker, and thus it
provides opportunities for mass adoption in the educational
and training settings. Authors of this work built a stable
algorithm for detecting saccades and fixations in noisy eye
tracking data recorded by iPad Pro 11" and achieved certain
progress in applying a machine-learning algorithm for
classifying eye movement patterns in reading. The results could
be used for creating an interactive reader’s assistant in the
format of an iOS application.
Keywords- Eye tracking data, reading, machine learning, text
perception.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Eye tracking data in reading is one of the most
informative physiological data channels. While reading,
people move their eyes to change the gaze position from
word to word and from line to line. Generally the movement
pattern consists of two types: rapid eye movements (called
saccades) and points of gaze movement pauses (called
fixations). It was shown that during the latter, the human
brain perceives text meaning [1]. Research has shown that
recordings of eye movements and other individual
physiological data of students can be used to determine their
cognitive state, tiredness [2] and emotions [3] etc.
Algorithms on the basis of machine learning (ML) models
can analyze complex physiological inputs data and reveal
hidden correlations between students’ cognitive states and
their understanding of the content.

This ambitious task would require a methodology for
recognizing patterns in individuals’ eye movements. There
are two types of approaches that can potentially do this. The
first type utilizes direct measurements of certain parameters
of eye movements, such as gaze movement speed,
dispersion of gaze coordinates, etc. The second type is based
on machine learning algorithms. The first type is quite
suitable for laboratory environments, where all
measurements are under control of the research team, the
equipment
includes
high-frequency
professional
eye-trackers, and research subjects’ heads are placed on
rests securing a fixed position. In educational or training
environments, however, the quality of data from the frontal
camera will always be of inferior quality compared to that in
the physiology lab. Therefore for a mass product that we are
developing, it makes sense to use the ML algorithm, which
is more adaptive and automated.
In the past decade the whole education and professional
training industry made a bold transition to online and digital
mode. The pandemics of the last year accelerated the
transition, making digital the new normal and pushing the
development of both the technologies and strategies for
distance learning. One of the common trends in education
now is e-learning. Many articles and the internet resources
relate to the opportunities and difficulties of this area. The
advantages of e-learning are obvious: 1) courses in
e-learning are not so strictly limited, as classical programs
in a university are very scrupulously framed and the
structure of courses is defined for a long period of time, 2)
comfort is a significant advantage, cause many people feel
stress among in crowded classrooms, 3) e-learning looks
like the initiative position of individuum and potentially is
attractive for his employers, 4) in choosing among digital
courses it is possible to reveal the most relevant sphere and
skills for the person, 5) one of the most important
advantages is the decreasing price of education related to
optimization of many offline routines [4,5,6]. At the same
time new problems occur for this new form of education.
For example, it is needed to control the process of such
education in conditions when a teacher doesn’t
communicate with a student in real life. Methods of control

in the area of e-learning are named proctoring.
Physiological indicators are good candidates for the role of
objective control of student activity.
Nowadays students routinely use their mobile devices,
such as iPads, for learning purposes. Since computers and
iPads can be equipped with devices for monitoring users’
physiological data, we can analyze students’ cognitive states
and learning behaviors utilizing inputs from these devices.
For the most part educational content is still provided in the
text format, which justifies prioritization of eye-movement
data over other types of physiological data inputs.
Attempts to implement assessment of educational
materials perception on the basis of eye movements and
other physiological parameters have been made for some
time [7, 8, 9], but mostly these were laboratory studies. The
objective of their research was establishing some
correlations between the materials offered to viewers and
their eye-tracking patterns. The analysis of data obtained
was either fully performed by experts or was partially
automated, mostly with a low degree of automation.
Therefore previous studies of eye movements vary greatly
in their approaches and quality of data. This and the fact that
some results are ambiguous, did not allow us to develop an
algorithm for classifying students’ cognitive states based on
published results. The use of advanced computer methods,
such as new mathematical algorithms and data mining for
analysis are more appropriate, because it excludes the
human factor and enables us to go deeper in the data [10].
Its use for educational and training tasks promises
significant progress in providing a flexible and effective
solution that will help educators and students evaluate the
perception of teaching materials. Innovative digital
educational strategies require innovative technologies.
To achieve a reader’s cognitive state estimation by
physiological parameters, an accurate measuring tool is
needed. In actual study authors developed the approach of
obtaining eye movement events from an eye tracker built-in
an Apple iPad Pro device. The quality of such data is
unfortunately quite low yet and can’t be used directly for
gaze point detection and eye movement events quality.
So we describe a prospective algorithm of eye movement
event detection. We also selected texts that differed greatly
in their semantic and stylistic features. As discovered by
ML algorithms, reading of different texts was associated
with different eye movement strategies of our subjects.

II. METHODS
A. iPad application and server ML algorithms
The special software for iPad and iPhone (Oken Reader)
was developed by present time. The software integrates a
convenient interface of text presentation and implements
recording of the respondent’s eye tracking data using ARKit
technology [Fig. 1]. Recorded data are stored on a server,
where ML algorithms are applied to it. It allows the use of
significant computer power distantly from individual tablet
PCs. Quantitative gaze tracking data revealed essential
patterns of reading for different types of texts. So based on

eye tracking data server algorithms can estimate the current
reader’s condition (state) based on a database conformity to
all other recorded readers. Data set consists of horizontal
(vx), vertical (vy), and absolute velocities of the 3D gaze
point; averaged angular velocities of the eyeballs and head
(ɷEx, ɷHx, ɷEy, ɷHy, ɷEabs, ɷHabs); pairwise differences
of the track coordinates (Δijx, Δijy) - parameters recorded
by the device.
B. Participants, experimental design
The first study had 78 participants (22_males, 23+5 y.o.,
min 18 y.o., max 39 y.o.; 56 females, 29+11 y.o., min 18
y.o., max 61 y.o.), Russian speakers, residents of the
metropolis. All the participants signed the consent on the
personal information processing and the voluntary consent
on the participation in the study. Completed reading sessions
were monetary rewarded.
Participants were asked to read texts on iPads placed at a
comfortable distance of about 50 cm from their eyes. The
algorithm ARkit embedded in iPad allows fixing the
distance between the screen and the eyes not strictly, but
keeping this distance is better for gaze detection. The
readers wearing eyeglasses participated in the study as well:
the quality of the eye tracking in this case is pretty similar.
For the study we selected 12 texts with different levels of
complexity estimated by the Flesch-Kincaid Readability
Test, Coleman-Liau Readability Test, SMOG, Dale-Chall
readability formula, and Automated Readability Index [11]
adopted for Russian language.
There was also pseudo text among others: it was
constructed as a linguistically correct but with meaningless
structure. The hypothesis was that reading this text is mostly
different from reading any normal one.
III. Results
A. Event detection by EMC algorithm
Unfortunately, to date, the signal quality is not sufficient
for precise detection of the gaze position in a reading
context (Fig. 1). The figure exemplifies gaze track and x, y
coordinates over time during the reading of one paragraph.
Due to the data noisiness, basic EMC algorithms (for
example, based on the velocity threshold) are not applicable.
The study was inspired by the approach proposed in [12],
however, instead of the classical Random Forest algorithm
we considered the more modern one, Catboost [13].
Moreover, our feature set differs for the one considered by
Zemblys et al. and consists of horizontal, vertical, and
absolute velocities of the 3D gaze point; averaged angular
velocities of the eyeballs and head; density of the gaze
trajectory; pairwise differences of the track coordinates.
Moreover, one sample was described not only by its own
features but also by the features of neighboring samples
(from the “future” as well as from the “past” in the track)
that helped out EMC algorithm to capture the temporal
dependencies better. The resulting size of the feature set was
242.

The training dataset was created as follows. Eye
movements during reading were recorded by a 120 Hz
iPhone camera with a magnifying lens. Then, the video
recording was synchronized with the eye-tracking signals
(recorded using OkenReader at 60 Hz). 17 pages read by 9
people were chosen and the corresponding sections of the
video recordings were manually marked up by 3 experts
who had long experience of work with eye movement data.
Experts worked with raw video recording that was
synchronized in time with ARkit tracks. It allowed to obtain
most of all crucial information of the gaze detection and
events validation. Algorithm didn’t filter eye tracking data,
so it obtained fixations and saccades of the wide duration

range (further events could be filtered in terms of ecological
validity). The markup consisted of events of two types:
fixations and saccades. Such markup was mapped onto the
eye-tracking signal. We trained the algorithm using the 3
quarters of the prepared dataset while the rest (1
quarter) was used for the testing. Table 1 reports the
main classification metrics.
The detection of such events is crucially important for the
work of the algorithm and text categorization on the base of
eye movement data directly depends on the quality of such
detection.The significant number of events (saccades and
fixations) approved by experts allowed to improve the
quality of automated detection highly.

Figure. 1. Example of an eye track during reading (one of the best examples provided). The yellow areas zoom in on a small segment of
the track where fixation presumably occurred.

TABLE I. Classification report for the EMC algorithm. Metrics were
calculated using the held-out test dataset
Fixation

Saccade

Precision

0.973

0.661

Recall

0.905

0.881

Fl-score

0.938

0.756

Support

7955

1666

It was still impossible to locate the track accurately on
the text, but time parameters became precise after the
procedure.
We do not compare our algorithm with others due to the
differences in the initial features provided via ARKit. For
example, no published algorithms utilize eye and head
movements during the reading.
B. Clustering
After improving the quality of temporal features of the
eye tracking events an attempt to separate them by relevant
mathematical algorithms was made. The works [14, 15]
show that reading patterns can be revealed based on
eye-tracking data. More specifically, fixations can be
assigned to pre-defined Areas of Interest (AOI) after that

transition patterns between AOIs (encoded in the transition
matrices) can be clusterized.

Figure. 2. The results of the agglomerative clustering performed
for the distributions of the fixation duration and saccade absolute
amplitude shows the difference between reading pseudo text and
common texts (see vertical axis for A, B dendrograms). The
abscissa is the SJSD calculated for PDFfixation (A) and PDFsaccade (B).
Pseudo text significantly differs from all common texts. Unlabeled
branches correspond to remaining texts. (C) The pairplot shows
how texts differ from “the average text” in terms of fixation
duration (abscissa) and saccade absolute amplitude (ordinate).
Light blue circles denote common texts.

As was stated above, an eye-tracking device does not
supply signals that are accurate in terms of spatial
coordinates, so it is not able to define whether fixations are
located into some AOI. Therefore, a clustering method that
uses temporal and local spatial characteristics of
eye-movement events neglecting the overall spatial
information was implemented. It means that we analyzed
timing features and a sequence of fixations but didn’t relate
to exact positions of the fixations on words.
Using a custom EMC algorithm, distributions of the
fixation durations and saccade amplitude (absolute
amplitude in degrees) for every text and for all respondents
were generated. For further analysis, fixations with
durations between 50 and 1000 ms and saccades less than
15 degrees were selected. Such oculomotor events are
relevant to normal reading [16].
Then histograms for both types of events (60 equal-sized
bins each) and normalized these histograms to obtain the
probability density functions (PDFfixation and PDFsaccade for
fixations and saccades, respectively) were calculated.
Since clustering relies on some similarity metric, squared
Jensen-Shannon divergence (SJSD) to clusterize texts that
are described by the PDFs was utilized. After calculating the
pairwise SJSD agglomerative clustering realized in
scikit-learn
package
[17]
was
used,
namely
AgglomerativeClustering with the complete linkage.
The figure (Fig. 2A, 2B) reveals the significant difference
between pseudo text and other common types of text. Since
dendrograms are built upon only one event type (either
fixation or saccade), it’s hard to see how these two events
work together (Fig. 2A, 2B). To overcome this issue, we
plot SJSD calculated using PDFfixation and PDFsaccade between
every text and “the averaged text” (Fig. 2C). Pseudo text is
located in the top-right corner that supports the point that
this text differs the most from others in terms of fixation and
saccade characteristics. All other (normal) texts are
dispersed in the opposite corner (shown as light blue
circles).
The result supports that at least the most different pseudo
text (that was constructed as a linguistically correct but with
meaningless structure) is detected highly significantly.
Potentially the algorithm could be used for more slightly
differentiated texts.
Compared to the eye picture-based approach of
eye-movements classification [18] the approach used in
actual study is more robust. First of all, the data from a
head-mounted eye tracker and eye tracker from an
independent device (for example, phone or tablet PC) are
different in the meaning of the degree of freedom for
head-movements. Secondly, in addition, the dataset [18] was
obtained mainly for working in VR and AR environments.
Thirdly, reading static texts from the movable device (2D)
includes mainly classical fixations and saccades, and often
little or no smooth pursuit events. Fourthly, it also reveals
more degree of freedom for device movements. So, we
don’t use solutions like [19] because it has no task-specific
focus and as any ubiquitous tool could limitly solve concrete
tasks. At the same time comparison with expert event
detection was realized.

IV. DISCUSSION

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the study one of the approaches revealing eye
movement strategies of a reader in reading texts with
different content was realized. The usage of ML algorithms
made it possible to work with a noisy signal recorded by
ARkit in iPad Pro and consistently reveal differences in
reading patterns for different readers. Such an example was
chosen for detection of the case most different from normal
reading.
The system recognized the pseudo text with an AUC
ROC of 0.93, which is a very good result for registration of
eye movements without headrests and utilization of a
simplified calibration scheme. If the algorithm is suitable for
determining different texts on their parameters, we can
suppose that it can be integrated into systems of the reader’s
cognitive state analysis.
Based on the eye tracking method, reader’s state analytics
is a promising tool for different fields that deal with
information processing from self-learning to publishing
house activity. In the first case, a student can choose the
most effective strategy of how to prepare for exams using
the statistics of his or her attention and mental focus. In the
second case, publishers can evaluate readers’ attitudes to a
book’s content for further improvements of the latter. This is
extremely important for publishing houses focused on
educational and sci-pop literature. In addition, this
technology could be useful for school children because of
their little learning experience that is insufficient for
understanding how the material read was understood.
Despite the high accuracy of the pseudo text
identification, the algorithm based on ARKit requires an
increase in the accuracy of defining common texts. What
features may potentially increase the efficiency of the
system? A better determination of the reader’s functional
state can be achieved by adding other physiological inputs,
that is, by integrating data from various devices. In our
opinion,
the
electroencephalogram
(EEG)
and
electrocardiogram (ECG) are promising in this respect. It
has been shown that EEG is an effective method for
assessing emotional response to presented information [20],
as well as its memorization and retrieval from memory [21,
22]. The ECG is a source of data about heart rate variability
(HRV), which can be used to assess which of the two types
of autonomic nervous system is dominant: sympathetic or
parasympathetic [23]. Conclusions about the level of stress
and fatigue can be drawn on the basis of HRV [24, 25]. A
strong argument in favor of using HRV is the simplicity of
ECG registration and the fact that this indicator is quite
objective, because the heart rhythm cannot be changed with
a person’s own conscious efforts. The accuracy of state
recognition can also be improved by calculating indicators
not for the entire text, but for its parts. This will allow us to
identify areas of interest within the text and analyze
physiological patterns that have characteristics of quick
flashes: for example, a particular EEG rhythms that may be
associated with a greater cognitive and attention load.

In the current work an algorithm and complex solution
based on iPad/iPhone embedded eye tracker was developed.
Thus achieving two goals: 1) developed a stable algorithm
that can reliably extract eye movement events from noisy
eye tracking data, 2) implemented the detection of reading
strategy on the model of different texts presentation.
The ML algorithm can analyze big volumes of gaze
movement data and reveal features related to the reader’s
eye movement strategy during perceiving educational and
other content. The algorithm recognizes unusual texts (such
as pseudo-text and instructed texts) with distinct features
that are significantly different from those of other texts. In
the future we are planning to discern reading patterns for
less idiosyncratic texts. This would open up prospects for
using the approach in teaching. For example, when studying
for international exams such as TOEFL and IELTS, which
contain a number of assignments requiring finding relevant
information in texts. The methodology can also be used for
educational exercises that describe a particular strategy for
finding answers, important details and key information.
With ML methodology, relevant results can be obtained
even with the use of common consumer devices, such as
iPads. This opens up a wide perspective for the use of
integrated eye trackers in school, higher and professional
education, targeted at a large number of students. The
system can also be incorporated into professional training
systems and operator manuals. Currently a new study is
being conducted to identify differences between reading
English and Russian texts. In the future the use of
algorithms for different languages will allow us to develop
platforms for other countries, using all capabilities of
interactive technologies that accumulate data and bring
meaningful results regardless of physical locations of
students. The technology can thus provide cognitive
feedback to improve the efficiency of the whole e-learning
process.
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